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Mergers & Acquisitions activity slowed down in 2022, following an exceptional 2021. Dealmaking 
in recent times has been impacted by volatile markets, lower stock valuations, rising interest rates, geopo-
litical conflict, and a deteriorating economic environment. A decline in the general level of business confi-
dence, and a decrease in the number of mergers involving special purpose acquisition companies (SPACs), 
have negatively impacted M&A activity. These trends ought to continue in the coming quarters, and we 
do not expect much of an increase (if any) in M&A activity in 2023.  We do anticipate that deal volume 
will remain healthy overall, however, as it has in 2022. This should be supported by private equity, venture 
capital, and larger companies looking to deploy excess cash to expand their footprint.  

A number of noteworthy deals have been announced lately. Horizon Therapeutics, a provider of drugs 
to treat rare autoimmune diseases, has agreed to be acquired by Amgen for $27.8 billion in cash. Mean-
while, Aerojet Rocketdyne, a maker of propulsion and electronic surveillance systems, is to be purchased 
by L3Harris Technologies for $4.7 billion in cash. Elsewhere, Maxar Technologies will be acquired by 
private-equity firm Advent International for an enterprise value of $6.4 billion.

Antitrust enforcement activity remains high. The Federal Trade Commission has recently sued to block 
Microsoft’s $69 billion acquisition of Activision Blizzard. This move represents perhaps the most impor-
tant attempt by the Biden Administration to challenge Big Tech mergers. The complaint filed by the FTC 
has alleged that the deal would make Microsoft the third-largest video game publisher in the world, claim-
ing that it could increase the prices of video games as well as affect game quality and player experiences on 
consoles and gaming services. For its part, Microsoft has challenged the FTC’s claims, and has indicated 
that it intends to fight the lawsuit in court. We expect that regulators both in the United States and over-
seas will continue to take a more aggressive stance in challenging mergers and acquisitions in 2023. Large 
deals in particular should face significantly more scrutiny than in the past.

The Federal Reserve has remained hawkish. The central bank raised short-term interest rates by another 
50 basis points at its December meeting. This marks its seventh consecutive rate hike, and follows four 
straight increases of 75 basis points. The policy short-term rate is now in the 4.25% to 4.5% range, which 
is its highest level in 15 years. The Federal Reserve’s upcoming meetings are scheduled for late January and 
mid-March. Depending on the data, rate hikes could well continue in the near term, though we expect 
they would be smaller and more deliberate then those of the past nine months. Officials have also indi-
cated that they intend to keep the benchmark rate high throughout next year, with no reductions planned 
until 2024. 

Bottom line: Dealmaking activity should remain constrained by relatively hostile macroeconomic condi-
tions going forward. Sustained economic weakness would of course have a negative effect on the number 
of transactions completed. More aggressive antitrust enforcement is another factor that will continue to 
impact the business landscape. Still, we believe that such deals will remain a popular way for companies to 
expand their presence, increase scale and efficiency, and adapt to a changing environment. ■

The Mergers & AcquIsITIons enVIronMenT:  
In BrIef
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A noTe froM VALue LIne econoMIcs

The Federal Reserve rendered its final monetary policy decision of 2022. At its mid-December Federal 
Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting, the central bank raised the benchmark short-term interest 
rate a half-point, to a range of 4.25%-4.50%, which marked the highest level since December, 2007. The 
Fed also continued its $95 billion monthly bond-selling program. These moves are designed to decrease 
the money supply, with the expectation that less liquidity in the financial system will lead to reduced 
demand for goods and services and ultimately put downward pressure on prices.  Investors were surprised 
that Fed Chair Jerome Powell indicated that rates would likely not come down until 2024.

Moreover, the FOMC upped the 2023 interest rate target to 5.10%; a Fed  statement showed that 17 
of the 19 senior central bank officials believe that this benchmark federal funds rate needs to rise above 
5.00% and stay at that level for some time  to effectively fight inflation. Thus …

Concerns persist that the Fed may misstep on how hard it hits the monetary policy brakes in 2023 
and push the nation into recession. On point, the housing market is suffering from higher mortgage 
rates. Likewise, the consumer is having to borrow more money at higher rates to purchase both discre-
tionary and non-discretionary items. We think this will put added pressure on their spending down the 
road when the bills on those purchases come due. Credit card balances rose 15% in the third quarter, the 
highest year-over-year increase in 20 years.  

The expectations for corporate earnings are weak. According to FactSet Research, profits for S&P 500 
companies are estimated to have declined nearly 3% in the fourth quarter of 2022, and the prognostica-
tions for calendar 2023 are for shrinkage in earnings. This may put downward pressure on near-term stock 
valuations.

Conclusion: The stock market sold off on the recent hawkish commentary from the Federal Reserve. And 
with corporate earnings likely to decline over the next few quarters, stocks may face an uphill battle, par-
ticularly as to the equities of less profitable entities. Thus, we recommend a portfolio tilted to financially 
strong companies, and with a healthy amount of cash to be deployed a bit later in the market cycle. ■

By William Ferguson
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ThIs MonTh’s recoMMendATIon:  
PAycoM sofTwAre, Inc.

Paycom Software (NDQ: PAYC) is a provider of comprehensive, cloud-based payroll and human capital 
management solutions delivered as Software-as-a-Service (Saas). Solutions cover the entire benefits lifecy-
cle from hire to retire. As of the end of 2021, Paycom had nearly 34,000 clients, none of which accounted 
for more than 0.5% of revenues. Furthermore, it has sales offices in 40 of the 50 largest metropolitan areas 
in the United States. The company has approximately 5,385 employees. Chad Richison is the Chairman 
and CEO. The company’s headquarters are in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

The M&A Case

Paycom Software shares have been outstanding performers since their initial public offering in April of 
2014. In fact, they have trounced the Value Line Arithmetic Index over the trailing 3- and 5-year periods. 
However, the story has been different over the past year or so. Not only have these shares lost a lot of 
ground over that period, but their share price has been more volatile than normal. This doesn’t come as 
much of a surprise to us, given that the shares are trading at a relatively high price-to-earnings multiple, 
making them more susceptible to price oscillations.  

We believe Paycom has a lot to offer a potential acquirer. Companies have realized the need for cloud-
based platforms, which is Paycom’s bread-and-butter business. A strong labor market has also been a posi-
tive factor for the company in recent times. Paycom’s balance sheet is in very good shape, with minimal 
debt and a sizeable cash hoard. This ought to help the company maintain its competitive advantage of 
top-notch product innovation and leadership in the payroll and human capital management sector. 

Paycom may pique the interest of a number of different kinds of companies. Of course, a human-resource 
specialist such as Paychex or ADP may be interested in the company due to its cloud-based architecture. 
We also wouldn’t be surprised to see a larger financial institution, such as a bank, throw its hat into the 
ring to boost diversification and growth prospects. Or perhaps, a private equity firm flush with cash might 
see Paycom as a viable target. 

The company’s integrated solution, which centralizes multiple human resource functions into a single 
database, is the keystone to its success. Some of the features of its platform include payroll processing, 
time entry, talent acquisition, advanced reporting, and invoicing functions. Paycom generally charges a 
setup fee, which also includes training and implementation. The company also charges a monthly fee per 
employee and a monthly subscription for use of its products and services. This subscription-based model 
is another advantage for would-be acquirers, as it results in a recurring revenue stream. 

As touched upon earlier, these shares have catapulted in price since their initial public offering in 2014. 
Despite the rapid rise in share price since 2014, they reached a $100-a-share plateau that lasted until 2018. 
Thereafter, the price skyrocketed further still to an all-time high of $559 a share in 2021. The stock cur-
rently trades at about $305 a share, which is on the lower end of their 52-week range. While these shares 
certainly aren’t inexpensive, they are priced quite attractively relative to their historical trading range.
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How much would Paycom fetch if it were to be acquired? We believe that $425 a share certainly isn’t out 
of the question, given the company’s stellar track record. This price tag is also markedly below the highs 
achieved in 2021. In addition to the company’s attractive operating model, stellar balance sheet, and 
savvy management, there are some other metrics that we believe are worth mentioning. While we noted 
that the stock has been on a bit of a rollercoaster ride over the past year or so, its safety fundamentals are 
roughly on par with the average stock under Value Line review. The stock’s Safety rank is 3, which is in the 
middle of the pack. What’s more, the company’s Financial Strength rating of B++ is slightly above average, 
while Earnings Predictability is respectable at 65 out of 100. We believe the latter is due to the company’s 
subscription-based earnings model. While the stock’s Price Stability score and Beta coefficient fall slightly 
below average, they are certainly within reason. These shares are also a decent selection for the 18 months 
ahead and for the pull to 2025-2027 based on price-appreciation prospects.

Recent Results

The company earned $1.27 a share during the September quarter, which was $0.07 above our estimate 
and markedly higher than last year’s $0.92. Revenues for the quarter came in at $334.2 million, which 
was on par with our $335 million expectation. The company remains on track for a sharp advance in both 
revenues and earnings for full-year 2022 thanks to several factors including a strong labor market and a 
generally healthy economy. The company also has a strong marketing presence, which has helped to boost 
revenues. While Paycom’s products aren’t inexpensive, they provide a valuable resource to their custom-
ers. On point, they enable users to streamline their business and to successfully integrate their human 
resource operations. Paycom has also achieved increasing profit margins over the past several years, which 
we believe reflects its focus on developing technologically-advanced solutions to human resource func-
tions. We are optimistic turning the page to 2023. While fears of an economic recession are mounting, 
we believe that demand for Paycom’s products and services will weather the storm. Too, the labor market 
has been very strong, and thus it has a ways to go before we become concerned about its well-being. Value 
Line believes that a downturn, if one occurs, will be relatively mild.

We reiterate our notion that Paycom represents a lucrative acquisition candidate for a larger company. 
Paycom’s market cap is nearly $20 billion, and an acquiring entity would likely be at least that size. There’s 
a lot to like with regard to the shares and the company. A strong balance sheet, savvy management, 
subscription-based earnings model, and healthy earnings prospects for the 3- to-5 years ahead are reasons 
to take note. The stock, too, has several positive characteristics. For one, despite the volatility of the past 
year, these shares have generally traded in a fairly tight range on an annual basis. What’s more, the stock’s 
recent price presents an attractive entry point for a potential acquirer. While not inexpensive, it does trade 
at a sharp discount to its 2021 high. ■
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AnALysIs of PreVIous recoMMendATIons

Five9 – Five9 (FIVN) operates a cloud-based software platform that enables users to replace their onsite 
contact center system. The company appears to be a compelling acquisition candidate. Its subscription-
based model represents a recurring revenue stream. However, we are selling our stake to lock in a gain of 
18%, or more than 200%, on an annualized basis. Sell.

Medifast – Medifast (MED) is engaged in the production, distribution, and sale of weight loss and 
weight-management products. We believe that Medifast is a good acquisition candidate for a larger indus-
try player or perhaps a private equity firm. Competition is intense in the weight management industry 
and MED offers services that many other programs do not. Buy.

Gray Television – Gray Television (GTN) owns and operates television stations and digital assets across 
the United States. The company, which has access to more than 100 television markets and a strong digital 
presence, is a compelling takeover candidate in the current economic environment. Buy.

RingCentral – RingCentral (RNG) provides Unified Communications-as-a-Service (UCaaS) solutions 
that enable businesses to communicate with employees, partners, and customers. The company may inter-
est a larger business in the cloud computing arena. A number of mid-size and smaller companies, as well 
as private equity firms, are also potential acquirers. Buy.

Sleep Number – Sleep Number (SNBR) designs, manufactures, and markets technology-enabled sleep 
products. The company may attract the interest of a larger retailer, or possibly a smaller, private business. 
Inflationary pressures and supply-chain constraints continue to impact retailers. A merger or acquisition 
could result in greater economies of scale and lower costs. Buy.

Take-Two Interactive – Take-Two Interactive (TTWO) is a developer, publisher, and distributor of inter-
active entertainment. The company remains well positioned in its markets and could attract a larger player 
in the gaming arena or possibly one of the Internet giants. The rush to acquire content and increasing 
competition have resulted in greater consolidation in the interactive entertainment space. Buy.

ZipRecruiter – ZipRecruiter (ZIP) is an online marketplace connecting employers with job candidates. 
The company’s recruiting platform could attract a larger human resources firm. Businesses starting to 
automate their recruiting platforms may want to acquire ZIP’s market-leading technology. Buy.

Ironwood Pharmaceuticals – Ironwood Pharmaceuticals (IRWD) is a healthcare company focused on 
the development and commercialization of GI (gastrointestinal) products. Ironwood’s LINZESS fran-
chise, which accounts for most of its sales, could attract the interest of a larger pharmaceutical entity. 
IRWD is also working on follow-up drugs that could eventually top LINZESS’ success. Buy.

Sensata Technologies – Sensata Technologies (ST) is a UK-based corporation that manufactures a wide 
array of vehicle and appliance sensors. We believe that trends in the auto industry will benefit the com-
pany’s operations over the long haul and that investors will be rewarded once Wall Street recognizes the 
company’s true earnings potential. Buy. ■
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Here is our take on pending and recently completed mergers & acquisitions. Just because a deal has been 
announced doesn’t mean that money can’t still be made. 

Horizon Therapeutics / Amgen (HZNP, AMGN)

Horizon Therapeutics, a maker of drugs to combat rare autoimmune diseases, has agreed to be acquired by 
Amgen for $27.8 billion in cash, or $116.50 per share. The purchase price represents a premium of almost 
48% compared with Horizon’s stock price before merger rumors began to swirl.

Analysis: The primary benefit to Amgen from this transaction would be the addition of Horizon’s 
thyroid eye disease medication, Tepezza. This drug has projected annual sales growth of 17% to 
18%, and is expected to add roughly $3.5 billion to Amgen’s revenue by 2024. At this juncture, the 
shares of Horizon are presently trading fairly close to the price that Amgen will likely pay to acquire 
the company. Upside potential appears fairly limited, yet Horizon stock would likely fall consider-
ably on the outside chance the deal was nixed. For this reason we think Horizon stockholders should 
consider selling their position.

Aerojet Rocketdyne/L3Harris Technologies (AJRD, LHX)

Aerojet Rocketdyne, a manufacturer of propulsion and electronic surveillance systems for aerospace and 
defense applications, has agreed to be acquired by L3Harris Technologies. Total consideration is $4.7 bil-
lion ($58 a share) in cash. 

Analysis: The addition of Aerojet Rocketdyne will allow L3Harris to expand its footprint, deliver-
ing a broad range of offerings to support hypersonic capabilities for the Department of Defense. 
This move should allow it to benefit from increasing demand for missiles amid growing geopolitical 
tension. Shares of Aerojet presently trade only moderately below the buyout price. Upside potential 
appears to be fairly limited here, in our view.

Maxar Technologies (MAXR)

Maxar Technologies, a manufacturer and operator of satellites, has agreed to be acquired by private-equity 
firm Advent International for $53 a share and an enterprise value of $6.4 billion. The purchase price rep-
resents a 129% premium over the stock’s preannouncement closing price. The deal is expected to close in 
mid-2023.

Analysis: Assuming completion, the transaction will enable the funding, launch, and operation of 
the Worldview Legion satellite constellation. Advent is injecting $3.1 billion in equity and $1.3 bil-
lion in debt, while institutional investor British Columbia Investment Management Corporation 
is providing a $1.0 billion equity contribution. Demand for Maxar’s earth-imaging library remains 
robust. At present, Maxar shares trade close to the price that Advent will likely pay to acquire the 
company. With fairly limited upside potential, we believe that Maxar shareholders should consider 
selling their stake. ■

The VALue LIne M&A serVIce uPdATes
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Value Line mergers & acquisitions Service—current Portfolio Selections

Company Ticker Recent Price Our Recomm. Inception Date

Potential  
Buyout Price 
(VL Estimate)

Sleep Number SNBR $24.43 Buy 3/21/2022 $75 

Sensata Technologies ST $39.87 Buy 6/21/2021 $75 

Ironwood Pharma. IRWD $12.30 Buy 11/22/2021 $16 

ZipRecruiter ZIP $15.87 Buy 1/24/2022 $30 

Take-Two Interactive TTWO $99.27 Buy 2/22/2022 $225 

RingCentral RNG $33.96 Buy 4/19/2022 $120 

Gray Television GTN $10.29 Buy 8/22/2022 $28 

Medifast MED $117.69 Buy 10/24/2022 $170 

Paycom Software PAYC $303.79 Buy 12/27/2022 $425 

company Data
Industry Comp. Software

Exchange NYSE

Ticker Symbol PAYC

Options Yes

Financial Strength B++

Safety Rank 3

Actual E.P.S. FY ’20 $3.49

Actual E.P.S. FY' 21 $4.48

Estimated E.P.S. FY' 22 $5.80

Current P/E Ratio 46.5

Relative P/E 2.91

Dividend Yield Nil

Shares Outstanding 60,020,369

Insider Holdings 15.2%

Market Capitalization $18.2 billion (Large Cap)

Address
7501 W.Memorial Road, 
Oklahoma City, OK 73142

Telephone 405-722-6900

Website investors.paycom.com/

Value Line Projections
Recent Price $303.79 

18-Month Target Price Range $238-$514

18-Month Midpoint Price Appreciation 24%


